
“A glorious hybrid of the historical and the personal, the documentary and the experimental, Erika 
Howsare’s new book follows the journey of a contemporary speaker and the nineteenth-century English 
traveler Isabella Bird as they move across the American West. It offers a running discourse on poetics as 
well, interspersing travelogue with self-referential notes about its own composition. As the reader (“you”) 
joins the original pair on an expedition that begins to feel more circular than linear, How Is Travel a Folded 
Form? both enacts its title and leaves us to ponder its implications.”
—Martha Collins
“I love the playful and intimate way this book interrogates not only pilgrimage and tourism, but also how 
we reflect on and document those states of being. I’m also drawn to its materiality, its Yellowstone printed 
on coasters and plastic soldiers on the dashboard, how the layers of its pages resist closure, and how it exists 
in time and space as the body does, constantly revising. Its speaker stays right with you, even when she is 
having misgivings, and you all get to know some country. Erika Howsare is one of my favorite writers for 
a long list of reasons; one, because she manages to look so closely and also so broadly: here is some “lumpy 
handwriting” and here is cosmogony.”
—Jen Tynes
 

How is Travel a Folded Form? is a question 
moving through the American landscape. 
Formally playful, the book interweaves an 
episodic tale with quotations and notes 
(purportedly toward a travel guidebook) 
springing from two historical perspectives: 
one, that of Isabella Bird, a famous 19th-
century traveler; the other, that of a 21st 
century American. The book revels in 
the peculiarities of the national tourist 
machine, while remaining rooted in the 
continent’s palpable presence.

If this is a guidebook, it is perpetually 
unfinished, uncertain, wondering and 
wandering toward a destination as 
changeable as water.
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How is Travel a Folded Form? is available through the Ingram distribution network. Individuals can 
purchase a copy at independent bookstores or through any online bookseller. A Kindle version will be 

available.

About Erika Howsare 

Erika Howsare lives in rural Virginia, where she mothers full-time and works as a journalist. With Kate Schapira, 
she wrote a book-length poetic meditation on waste, called FILL: A Collection, published by Trembling Pillow 
Press in 2016. She was a co-editor at Horse Less Press for 11 years and has published three chapbooks; a fourth, 
Spinning Pins, is forthcoming from Magnificent Field in 2018. Her prose appears in Taproot and online at The 
Millions and The Rumpus. Previous projects included a performative multimedia walk across Rhode Island 
and a literary reenactment of the Lewis and Clark expedition. 

Here’s a link through which an interview with Erika, mostly about this book, can be downloaded (it’s a PDF).

You can find Erika at her own site.

If you’re reading a print version of this press release, and would like an interactive version, or an image of 
the book’s cover, you can find them at

http://saddleroadpress.com/how-is-travel-a-folded-form.html

A digital cover image can be downloaded here.
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